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Charles Jeurgens

Threats of the data-flood. An accountability perspective in the era of ubiquitous computing.¹

Overview
In this essay, I argue that ubiquitous computing and the closely related increase in data requires a fundamental reorientation of the recordkeeping community. I explore the effects of data-driven phenomena like big data and smart applications on records and recordkeeping practices from the perspective of its contribution to informational accountability and transparency. I contend that a traditional view of appraisal of recorded data is no longer sufficient to contribute to accountability and transparency. Instead, the focus should be shifted to understanding and managing the assemblages between data and the processing mechanisms (for instance algorithms) in situated practices.

There would indeed be no archive desire without the radical finitude, without the possibility of forgetfulness which does not limit itself to repression.
Jacques Derrida

Introduction
In the mid 1970s, the Italian writer Italo Calvino masterfully depicts the ritual of emptying the trash. In his tale, *La poubelle agréée* he demonstrates the struggle between retaining and discarding. The way people treat their waste reflects the essence of being human, or as Calvino states: “[a]s the unhappy retentive (or the miser) who, fearing to lose something of his own, is unable to separate himself from anything, hoards his faeces and ends up identifying with his own detritus and losing himself in it’ (Calvino, 1993, p. 58). Calvino’s main character is in a persistent quandary about how to distinguish between the essential and the residue, the meaningful and the meaningless, the relevant and the extraneous. But the perception of what is waste and what is valuable has changed fundamentally in the last few decades. One of the largest European sanitation companies now advertises with the slogan ‘waste doesn’t exist’, since everything can be recycled and reused in the circular economy. This changing perspective bears strong resemblance with one of the core functions the recordkeeping profession is traditionally engaged with: managing abundance by identifying records to be curated and preserved and what

¹ I would like to thank Geert-Jan van Bussel, Annet Dekker and Eric Ketelaar for their comments on an earlier version of this article.
should be discarded. But, analogous to the world of sanitation, the dividing line between valuable information and worthless trash is rapidly blurring. The recordkeeping community is confronted with this new dilemma since the pervasive recording of data creates unprecedented opportunities in many different domains like health care, crime fighting and societal convenience in smart applications.

Data driven phenomena like Big Data, smart cities and the Internet of things are widely seen as heralds of fundamental societal transformation in a world in which everyone and everything is always connected via information networks. The implications of the computational turn go far beyond the instrumental use of ICT. More fundamental is that the world is increasingly interpreted and explained in terms of data and information. Dutch philosopher Jos de Mul calls it the ‘informatisation of our worldview’ (De Mul, 2002, p. 130-134). Luciano Floridi designates this turn as the fourth revolution (the three preceding were based on the observations and new paradigms of Copernicus, Darwin and Freud) since human agency in society is entirely determined by ICT which surrounds us. The effect of this informational revolution is, like the previous ones, a fundamental rethinking and repositioning of ourselves into the world (Floridi, 2014, p. 87-94).

The desire to track and monitor nearly everything is not new. States are infamous collectors of information; it is even a prerequisite to possess enough information to be able to create a political space. In 1840 the French politician Pierre-Joseph Proudhon asserted that ‘[t]o be ruled is to be kept an eye on, inspected, spied on, regulated, indoctrinated, sermonized, listed and checked off, estimated, appraised, covered, reordered about. (...) To be ruled is at every operation, transaction, movement, to be noted, registered, counted, priced, admonished, prevented, reformed, redressed, corrected’ (quoted by Scott, 1998, p. 183). What is new are the information and communication technologies that ‘record, transmit and, above all, process data, increasingly autonomously’ and the effect is a strong belief that by doing so society will improve (safer and better quality of life) (Floridi, 2015, p. 52). According to some scholars this makes it viable for governments to record almost everything what people do or say (Villasenor, 2011). Big Data adherents are convinced of the value of data per se and they challenge the necessity of managing everything what people do or say. The invention of the camera and phonograph in the nineteenth century transformed what can be recorded and archived, and thus what can be used as evidence. The adoption of email in the 1990s is an example of the ‘radical and interminable turbulences’ (p. 17). The change is not only related to the abundance of data. Derrida emphasised the importance of understanding the implications of technologies of communication and recording for the archive. He coined the term archivisation to express the pivotal impact of the technical means and methods on what can be archived: ‘the technical structure of the archiving archive also determines the structure of the archivable content even in its very coming into existence.’ The performative implications of that notion are far-reaching, since ‘archivization produces as much as it records the event’ (Derrida, 1998, p. 17; Manoff 2004, p. 12). In his Mal d’archive, which was published in 1995, Derrida envisaged how for example email will transform the entire public and private space since ‘[t]he transience and even banality that emerge with electronic storage extends to new levels, where heartbeats and expiring milk acquire a place as archive-worthy data.’ In fact, through the monumental task of archiving everything, the archive becomes more akin to a disorderly waste site, which then requires processes of computation to make sense of the welter of material and data’ (Gabrys, 2011, p. 120).

In this essay, I explore the implications of this fourth revolution for archival memory functions in society and more specifically to understand what effects these data-driven phenomena have on the traditional function of appraisal with regard to accountability. I will argue that the recordkeeping community needs to put more effort in rethinking and redefining the prevailing archival concepts and archival functions. I contend that appraisal remains a meaningful activity in this ‘age of zettabyte’ (Floridi, 2014, p. 13), but that the perspective of appraisal in twenty-first century informational practices is no longer confined to reducing the volume of records but expanded with the question which components of the constructing layer of the record are required to keep the quality of records as instruments of accountability.

Radical turbulences

New technologies that generate, store and transmit data, are changing the nature of the archive. Geoffrey Batchen writes that the ‘archive is no longer a matter of discrete objects (files, books, art works etc) stored and retrieved in specific places (...) Now it is also a continuous stream of data, without geography or container, continuously transmitted and therefore without temporal restriction (…)’ (Batchen, 1998, p. 49; Batchen, 2001, p. 183). The change is not only related to the abundance of data. Derrida emphasised the importance of understanding the implications of technologies of communication and recording for the archive. He coined the term archivisation to express the pivotal impact of the technical means and methods on what can be archived: ‘the technical structure of the archiving archive also determines the structure of the archivable content even in its very coming into existence.’ The performative implications of that notion are far-reaching, since ‘archivization produces as much as it records the event’ (Derrida, 1998, p. 17; Manoff 2004, p. 12). In his Mal d’archive, which was published in 1995, Derrida envisaged how for example email will transform the entire public and private space since ‘[t]he transience and even banality that emerge with electronic storage extends to new levels, where heartbeats and expiring milk acquire a place as archive-worthy data.’ In fact, through the monumental task of archiving everything, the archive becomes more akin to a disorderly waste site, which then requires processes of computation to make sense of the welter of material and data’ (Gabrys, 2011, p. 120).}

3 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lq8pEOQyl, accessed 30 March 2017. His vision was disputed by Nicholas Carr, who responded ‘It’s not information overload. It’s filter success’ which means that filters push growing amounts of information that is of immediate interest to us, with the result of increasing information overload for individuals, available at <http://www.roughtype.com/?p=1464> accessed at 30 March 2017.
Ubiquitous information technology

In 2011 the authoritative Dutch Scientific Council for Government Policy warned against a precarious lack of awareness among policy-making officials about the far-reaching implications of the networked information structures for the memory functions of iGovernment. The Council emphasised that ‘[b]oth the importance of ‘forgetting’ – people should not be judged eternally on the information that government has stored about them – and of saving and archiving require a radical cultural transition and a firmly grounded strategy’ (WRR 2011, p. 16 and p. 207). The Council asserted that the government has changed from eGovernment – in which ICT is mainly directed towards providing services – into iGovernment – where ICT changes the relationship between government and citizens because information-flows and data-networks are used for purposes of control and care. The ubiquitous use of memory chips in innumerable applications and functions leads to unprecedented volumes of recorded and processed data. Beyond the three V’s (the availability of high volumes, high velocity and high variety of data), it is especially the ability to search, aggregate, and cross-reference large data sets that generate these unprecedented opportunities (Boyd & Crawford, 2012, p. 663). As a result of these innovations, Chris Anderson, editor-in-chief of WIRED magazine, announced the death of theory in 2008 in his much-discussed, contested but nonetheless influential article in Science by stating: ‘[…] faced with massive data, this approach to science – hypothesize, model, test – is becoming obsolete. […] There is now a better way. Petabytes allow us to say: “Correlation is enough.” We can stop looking for models. We can analyze the data without hypotheses about what it might show. We can throw the numbers into the biggest computing clusters the world has ever seen and let statistical algorithms find patterns where science cannot’ (Anderson, 2008). Computer scientist Jim Gray introduced the fourth paradigm of science in 2007. After empiricism (observation and experiment), theory (using models, generalisations, hypotheses) and computation (simulating complex phenomena), science is increasingly based on data intensive computing, which unifies theory, experiment and simulation (Hey cs, 2009). This mixing up of correlation and causality and this naive belief in the power and possibilities of data to solve present-day problems is typical for these big data adherents.

Data in itself might be seen as innocent, but the processing is definitely not (Rouvoy & Berns, 2013). It is the processing activity that makes data meaningful and transforms data into information. Transforming data into meaningful information cannot exist without a selective perspective. The terms data and information are often improperly used as synonyms. Liebenau and Backhouse make a clear distinction between data and information by defining data as ‘symbolic surrogates which are generally agreed upon to represent people, objects, events and concepts’ while information is ‘the result of modelling, formatting, organising, or converting data in a way that increases the level of knowledge for its recipient’, or as they summarise: ‘information is data arranged in a meaningful way for some perceived purpose’ (Canhoto & Backhouse, 2008, p. 48). The techniques used for modelling and organising data are increasingly computational algorithms. Algorithms are basically a set of rules or instructions to perform a certain assignment in order to process input into output. In the words of the Norwegian media scholar Eivind Røssaak, computational algorithms have become the new lingua franca of codes in the informational infrastructure and they increasingly
A few societal examples discussed

There are good reasons to worry about this emerging ‘algorithmic governmentality’ as some scholars label this data-driven exercise of power and policymaking (Thomas & Berns, 2013; Rodrigues, 2016). Before discussing the archival implications of these socio-technical developments, I want to review some examples. Real time processing of large quantities of data from criminal records, police databases and surveillance data to predict where criminal activities are likely to happen (predictive policing) has already been put into practice in several countries (Joh, 2015). Even in the courtroom computational algorithmic support has been introduced to underpin court decisions. The independent non-profit organisation of investigative journalism ProPublica, recently published a series of critical articles on the accurateness of algorithms used in courtrooms to assess the likelihood of recidivism of defendants. ProPublica journalists analysed the accuracy of a widely-used risk assessment tool named COMPAS (Correctional Offender Management Profiling for Alternative Sanctions) by investigating 10,000 criminal defendants in Florida and compared their predicted recidivism rates with the actual rates. The researchers found out ‘that black defendants were far more likely than white defendants to be incorrectly judged to be at a higher risk of recidivism, while white defendants were more likely than black defendants to be incorrectly flagged as low risk’. Although the Supreme Court of Wisconsin expressed its concern about this race correlation in COMPAS, in an appeal from an order of a circuit court it judged that the evidence-based risk assessment tool COMPAS can be used at sentencing. In the explanation of its decision, the Supreme Court circumscribed its use by stressing that risk scores are ‘not intended to determine the severity of the sentence or whether an offender is incarcerated’ and that risk scores ‘may not be considered as the determinative factor in deciding whether the offender can be supervised safely and effectively in the community’. Although the Supreme Court agreed that the defendant-appellant was not able to review and challenge how the COMPAS algorithm – which is part of the trade secret of the developer Northpointe Inc. – calculates risk, the order judged the ability to review and challenge the resulting risk scores as satisfactory. Interestingly, one of the judges, Shirley S. Abrahamson wrote a separate consideration in which she emphasised the relevance of recording the use of risk assessment tools. Precisely because scholars were critical on using these risk assessment tools in sentencing, courts should ‘evaluate on the records the strengths, weaknesses, and relevance to the individualized sentence being rendered of the evidence based tool (or, more precisely, the research-based or data-based tool)’. Abrahamson recognised that this might be an extra demand on and administrative burden for the circuit courts, ‘but making a record, including a record explaining consideration of the evidence based tools and the limitations and strengths thereof, is part of the long-standing basic requirement that a circuit court explain its exercise of discretion at sentencing’. We need to question how the record is defined if the judges accept that algorithms can be used in sentencing although the algorithm itself, the lens through which the data are filtered, sorted etc., remains a black box because of the mentioned trade secret. The record-making as defined by the Supreme Court has to do with accountability of how the judges use the tools in the process of sentencing, not with the processing activity of the algorithms themselves. This appeal clearly shows the limitations of the traditional scope of the concept of the record. If the informational algorithm remains a closed black-box in cases with far-reaching consequences for citizens (even if the outcomes can only be used as additional information for decisions) the claim that records provide the best means for warranting accountability is severely affected. The ever-increasing interrelationship between man and technology requires a clearer notion of the scope of the record, especially when a relation is made to accountability of decision-making. There are good reasons to redefine the scope of the record in that tight relationship between humans and machines. I agree with Amelia Acker, who argues that examining the infrastructure of records, ‘archivists can think big enough about the “black box” and all the layers of construction behind digital records and emerging documentation practices’ (Acker, 2016, p. 294-295). One of these layers of construction are the algorithms that are used in the processing of data. The use of ‘black-box’ algorithms in decision-making processes will be mirrored in the records that are created, and it is not without consequence to the attributed quality of the records as means of accountability. It is imaginable that for some decision-making processes (which immediately shows an additional selection perspective) open and understandable algorithms are required. That is for instance the motive of the motion for the European Commission in liquid times charles jeurgens / threats of the data-flood. an accountability perspective in the era of ubiquitous computing.

---

* Ibid., par. 53.
* Ibid., par. 141.
Parliament Resolution on Robotics, debated in 2017. Article 12 of this resolution says that it should always be possible to supply the rationale behind any decision taken with the aid of Artificial Intelligence (AI) that can have a substantive impact on one or more persons’ lives. It must always be possible to reduce the AI system’s computations to a form comprehensible by humans. Interestingly that same article articulates the necessity that ‘advanced robots should be equipped with a ‘black box’ which records data on every transaction carried out by the machine, including (my italics CJ) the logic that contributed to its decisions’. This is in line with the Regulation on the protection of natural persons with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data, which was adopted in April 2016 by the European Union. This regulation sets rules and requirements for data-driven automated processing. Every person has ‘the right not to be subject to a decision (…) which is based solely on automated processing (…)’. Examples that are explicitly mentioned are automatic refusal of an online credit application and e-recruiting practices without human intervention. Predictive profiling, one of the most fundamental intrusions in a private life which is increasingly used by authorities in fighting crime and terror remains allowed ‘where expressly authorised by Union or Member State law’.

Big data analysis is useful for revealing general patterns, but, and that is not always kept in mind, there is always a probability of a mismatch between general patterns and a specific situation (WRR, 2016, p. 27). Scholars, journalists, advisory and legislative bodies warn against excessive techno-dependency and techno-optimism.

The Dutch investigative journalist Dimitri Tokmetzis criticises the naive ways these rules are formulated and used in algorithms without paying enough attention to the validity of the underlying assumptions. To give an example: Dutch government assumes that poverty is a risk factor for the education of children. It is possible to design an algorithm to find evidence of poverty in the electronic child records and to make a list of families that need to be watched closely to be able to intervene if necessary. But do we know whether the assumption behind the rule is valid? Is the assumption that defines the rule based on thorough scientific research? (Tokmetzis, 2012, p. 59-60). Scott Mason, researcher at Keele University, also warns against the often-careless way how bureaucrats and policy-makers interpret and contextualise the results of Big Data itself without consulting domain experts to assess the validity of correlations. He is very critical about the claim that Big Data analysis creates the possibility for ‘neutral’ evidence based policy-making. According to Mason, ‘the vast quantities of correlations generated by Big Data analytics act simply to broaden the range of ‘evidence from which politicians can choose to support their arguments’ (Mason, 2016). In 2016, the Dutch Scientific Council for Government Policy noticed a highly undesirable tendency of policymakers to accept the revealed patterns without questioning the validity of the results for specific situations (WRR, 2016).

Archival implications

The aforementioned examples show that computational algorithms increasingly become an integrated part of government processes and decision making. Legal scholars have argued for more than 20 years in favor of more transparency in automated processing (Kroll, 2015, p. 6). Since records which are created in the course of business, ‘provide evidence of actions, decisions, and intentions, both legal and illegal, proper and improper, and wise and misguided’ (Cox & Wallace, 2002, p. 4), availability of records is vital for accountability and transparency. Also in the recordkeeping realm, algorithmic tooling is used to manage the growing number of documents and to find relevant information for a specific purpose. The most advanced developments of algorithmic computation in the recordkeeping sphere can be found in eDiscovery and information retrieval applications.

Since archivists claim to play a pivotal role in defending institutional and societal transparency and accountability (Jimerson, 2009, p. 246-252), there is an urgent need for archivists to ruminate what it means to take this role in the era of ubiquitous computing. If records, archives and archivists want to continue to be key players in ensuring and defending accountability, this evokes the question what meaningful recordkeeping is in this new context of data-ubiquity, and at the same time what meaningful records are.

As Upward and others have put forward, this is exactly one of the main challenges the archival and recordkeeping community is confronted with: to clarify how the conceptual relationship between data, records and archives is designated in the era of ubiquitous computing. The traditional record was based on fixity and stability in a material sense. What has fundamentally changed is the possibility to produce different aggregates out of the same recorded data, which means, as Bruno Latour (2009) writes, ‘that the whole has lost its privileged status’ which makes us aware of the fact that the whole is always simpler than the parts (p. 198). The written record used to have the shape of an entity (the whole) in which the parts (words, sentences, paper, lay out, signature etc.) were a fixed materialised aggregate. Since the computational turn, it is possible to use the same recorded parts (data) in different configurations simultaneously. The stable whole has been replaced by a ‘continually evolving liquid assemblage of action’ (Introna, 2016, p. 19). It is as if we construct different types of houses with the same bricks at the same time.

This (informational) fluidity is an important feature of what was designated by Deleuze as an assemblage. An assemblage is in the words of Deleuze ‘a multiplicity which is made up of many heterogeneous terms and which establishes liaisons, relations between them (…). [T]he assemblage’s only unity is that of co-functioning’ (Deleuze & Parnet, 2007, p. 69). In an assemblage, an element can be dissociated from a specific assemblage and continue to function in another assemblage. Assemblages exist merely because of the relationships between the elements. Deleuze emphasises that an assemblage is never technological. ‘[T]ools always presuppose a machine, and the machine is always social before being technical.

---


10 The Information Governance Initiative Community provides an interesting overview of activities in these fields: http://iginiitiative.com/community/
There is always a social machine which selects or assigns the technical elements used’ (Deleuze & Parnet, 2007, p. 70). This is an important notion which might be helpful to disentangle the sometimes-confusing relationship between data and records.

In a world of ubiquitous computing the ability to define data-points and to monitor and record data has become infinite. CISCO expects that in 2020 more than 50 billion devices are connected to the Internet and these devices ‘require minimal human intervention to generate, exchange and consume data’ (Rose cs, 2015, p. 17). In the past, it was a time-consuming human activity to select the elements worthwhile to be recorded. That process, the ‘conscious or unconscious choice’ (determined by social and cultural factors) to consider something worth archiving’ was coined by Eric Ketelaar as archivalisation (Ketelaar, 1999). Archivalisation precedes archiving and to understand this process, we need to understand what Hofstede called the ‘software of the mind’ which is programmed by social and cultural factors and comes very close to Deleuze’s ‘social machine’. Nowadays all particles that are ‘observed’ by a machine are recorded, although, and that is not unimportant, the data points to be monitored and recorded still need to be defined and programmed. The recorded raw data in itself is meaningless; these are signals without real significance. Data are only meaningful in relationship with other data, processed in a specific situation. Only from that perspective the concept of the record or archive is a meaningful construct. It means that archives should be seen as Foucauldian apparatuses (of governance), dispositives, machineries of seeing, but, and that has to be emphasised, machineries of seeing from a particular point of view (Giannachi, 2016, p. xv-xvii; McQuillan, 2016, p. 8). Thinking about the archive via the apparatus means focusing on the networked arrangement of media, mechanisms of communication and data processing (Packer, 2010). The archive is meaningless without understanding the interdependency of these socio-technical components and humans. Only then we will be able to understand, as Geoffrey Bowker writes, that every act of permitting ‘data into the archive is simultaneously an act of occluding other ways of being, other realities. The archive cannot in principle contain the world in small; its very finitude means that most slices of reality are not represented’ (Bowker, 2014, p. 1797, italics CJ). One could argue that, compared to the past practices of recording, the number of potential witnesses within a situated practice have incredibly increased by the explosion of sensors and data-points. Nevertheless, what is represented by records is in the end based on situated needs, that define the technical arrangements.

Back to appraisal

I opened this article with Calvino’s quandary how to distinguish between the meaningful and meaningless. I conclude with the proposition that in our time of ongoing datafication of society, archivists need to redefine the record and as a consequence of it the recordkeeping mechanism of distinguishing between the essential and residue. I showed that protecting informational accountability requires rethinking the components of the record or archive. The apparatus-view, in which the archive functions as a machine of governance, is helpful to understand the intricate, assemblage-based relationality between the components of the archive. The recorded data is only one element of that machine. What data is relevant, and which other components are required to create a meaningful record, is defined by the situated context of operation. The Volkswagen emission scandal of 2015 may serve as an example. Advanced software in the diesel engines of Volkswagen could detect when the car was tested and subsequently adapt its emissions during the artificial test circumstances to acceptable levels. Back on the road, the vehicles switched to normal mode with much higher emission rates. It is an example that shows that the recorded data of the tests can only be understood in combination with the software, and that the software can only be understood if the logic of the algorithms is known. If the record only provides the recorded data, it is not sufficient for informational accountability. Above all, algorithms are models written with a specific purpose and they are not neutral nor objective. Understanding the results of algorithmic processing requires at least knowledge of the underlying assumptions of the model and the data which are used by the algorithms. The familiar principle of ‘the context is all’ is also applicable in this layer of construction of the record.

This has major implications for the issue of appraisal, which gets a much wider scope than just answering the question of keeping or discarding recorded data. From a recordkeeping perspective, the issue is not about data; it is about what people, institutions and communities want to be able to reconstruct for purposes of business, evidence, accountability and memory. That perspective is decisive for answering the question which components of ‘the archive as an apparatus’ should be preserved in coherence. Providing robust accountability is not an easy and especially not a pure technical task to accomplish. Joshua Kroll, who developed a general framework for accountable algorithms in automated decision-making processes, stresses that accountability requires the possibility to verify that ‘the social, legal and political structures that govern an automated process function as they are intended to function’ (Kroll, 2015, p. 210). Robust accountability requires involvement in the system design and computer systems should be designed in a way that they are reviewable (Kroll, 2015, p. 188-202). Cathy O’Neil started a business to audit algorithms. In an interview with the Los Angeles Times, she explains ‘I don’t want to just audit a specific algorithm by itself, I want to audit the algorithm in the context of where it’s being used. And compare it to that same context without the algorithm’ (Los Angeles Times, 2016). Nicholas Diakopoulos argues that a new accountability perspective is necessary in freedom of information requests. Although there are some examples of successful use of Freedom of Information Act requests to compel disclosure of source codes (Diakopoulos, 2016, p. 59), this is definitely not sufficient to guarantee accountability. He suggests reconsidering FOIA along the lines of Freedom of Information Processing Act which is not so much based on disclosing codes, but allow to submit benchmark datasets the government agency is required to process through its algorithms (Diakopoulos, 2016, p. 59). These are just some examples of efforts to accomplish informational accountability.

Does this imply a profound reorientation of the archival community? Yes and no. No, since it is all about understanding the context. But the efforts to be made to understand the context of creation and use require a reconsideration of the components of the record. The archival community needs to rethink and reconceptualise the essence of a record in a world in which data is ubiquitous, fluid and too abundant to manage and control. If the archival community wants to continue to play a meaningful role in defending informational accountability and
transparency (which includes the historical perspective), a more situated approach is required. Understanding the quality of data and the processing mechanisms of data in situated practices is a prerequisite to be able to play that role. I argue that the apparatus perspective provides a useful framework to understand the archive in situated settings. Only if archivists develop the competences to understand the data assemblages and processing mechanisms in situated practices it will be possible to distinguish between the essential and the residue, the meaningful and the meaningless, the relevant and the extraneous.
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